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DOI: 10.2514/1.27021A direct numerical simulation of shock wave and turbulent boundary layer interaction for a 24 deg compressionramp configuration at Mach 2.9 and Re  2300 is performed. A modified weighted, essentially nonoscillatory scheme isused. The direct numerical simulation results are compared with the experiments of Bookey et al. [Bookey, P. B.,Wyckham, C., Smits, A. J., and Martin, M. P., â€œNew Experimental Data of STBLI at DNS/LES Accessible ReynoldsNumbers,â€� AIAA Paper No. 2005-309, Jan. 2005] at the same flow conditions. The upstream boundary layer, themean wall-pressure distribution, the size of the separation bubble, and the velocity profile downstream of theinteraction are predicted within the experimental uncertainty. The change of the mean and fluctuating propertiesthroughout the interaction region is studied. The low frequency motion of the shock is inferred from the wall-pressure signal and freestream mass-flux measurement.
Nomenclature
a=speed of soundCf=skin friction coefficientCr
k
=optimal weight for stencil kf=frequencyfs=frequency of shock motionISk=smoothness measurement of stencil kLsep=separation lengthM=freestream Mach numberp=pressureqk=numerical flux of candidate stencil kRe =Reynolds number based on  Re =Reynolds number based on  r=number of candidate stencils in WENOSL=dimensionless frequency of shock motionT=temperatureu=velocity in the streamwise directionv=velocity in the spanwise directionw=velocity in the wall-normal directionx=coordinate in the streamwise directiony=coordinate in the spanwise directionz=coordinate in the wall-normal direction =99% thickness of the incoming boundary layer  =displacement thickness of the incomi  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  ng boundarylayer =momentum thickness of the incoming boundary layer =density!k=weight of candidate stencil k
Subscripts
w=value at the wall1=freestream value
Superscript
 =nondimensional value
I. Introduction
MANY aspects of shock wave and turbulent boundary layer
interaction (STBLI) are not fully understood, including thedynamics of shock unsteadiness, turbulence amplification and meanflow modification induced by shock distortion, separation andreattachment criteria as well as the unsteady heat transfer near theseparation and reattachment points, and the generation of turbulentmixing layers and underexpanded jets in the interaction region,especially when they impinge on a surface. Yet, STBLI problems areof great importance for the efficient design of scramjet engines andcontrol surfaces in hypersonic vehicles. A more profoundunderstanding of STBLI will lead to flow control methodologiesand novel hypersonic vehicle designs.Different canonical configurations have been used in STBLIstudies. The compression ramp configuration has been studiedextensively experimentally, and there are numerous experimentaldata available for this configuration. For example, Settles et al. [1â€“3]studied 2-D/3-D compression ramp and sharp fin STBLI problems indetail. Dolling et al. [4,5] studied the unsteadiness for compressionramp configurations, and Selig [6] studied the unsteadiness of STBLIand its control for a 24 deg compression ramp. Recently, Bookeyet al. [7] performed experiments on a 24 deg compression rampconfiguration with flow conditions accessible for direct numericalsimulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation (LES), which providesvaluable data for the validation of our simulations.In contrast with numerous experimental data, there are fewdetailed numerical simulations such as DNS and LES. Numericalsimulations of STBLI have been mainly confined to Reynoldsa  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  veraged Navierâ€“Stokes simulation (RANS) due to the limitation ofcomputational resources. However, RANS is shown not capable ofpredicting the wall pressure or the heat flux within a satisfactoryaccuracy for shock interactions. Settles et al. [2] comparedexperimental results with those of a one-equation model RANS forthe compression ramp configuration and showed that there weresignificant differences in the wall-pressure distribution when theflow was separated. Zheltovodov [8] showed that the state-of-the-artRANS models do not give accurate predictions for strong STBLI.The unsteady nature of STBLI problems is believed to account forthe discrepancies between RANS and experiments. DNS and LES ofSTBLI have existed for less than a decade. Knight et al. [9] compileda summary of existing LES for the compression ramp configurationand concluded that LES did not predict the wall pressure or theseparation length accurately in separated flows. In 2000, Adams [10]performed the first DNS for an 18 deg compression ramp flow at
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Page 2M Ë† 3 and Re  Ë† 1685. Because of the lack of experimental data atthe same flow conditions, Adams was not able to draw definiteconclusions by c  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  omparing his DNS with higher Reynolds numberexperiments. The same is true for the LES of STBLI induced by acompression corner of Rizzetta and Visbal [11]. In 2004, Wu andMartin [12] performed DNS for a 24 deg compression rampconfiguration. The DNS results were compared with experimentsfrom Bookey et al. [7] at the same flow conditions. Significantdiscrepancies were found in the size of the separation bubble and themean wall-pressure distribution [13]. Given the stringent constrainsin grid size for affordable DNS of STBLI, the numerical dissipationof the original WENO (weighted essentially nonoscillatory) method[14,15] was found responsible for these discrepancies [16].Experiments of STBLI have shown evidence of large scale, slowshock motion. The characteristic time scale for the motion is of theorder of 10 =U1, which is 1 order of magnitude greater than thecharacteristic time scale of the incoming boundary layer. Dussaugeet al. [17] compiled frequencies that were found in experiments fordifferent configurations and found that the dimensionless frequencyof the shock motion is mainly between 0.02 and 0.05. Thedimensionless frequency is defined asSL Ë† fsLsep=U1(1)A complete physical explanation of the low frequency motionremains an open question. Andreopoulos and Muck [18] studied theshock unsteadiness of a compression ramp configuration. Theyconcluded that the shock motion is driven by the bursting events inthe incoming boundary. Recently, Ganapathisubramani et al. [19]proposed that very long coherent structures of high and lowmomentum are present in the incoming boundary layer and areresponsible for the low frequency motion of the shock. Thesestructures can be as long as 40  and meander in the spanwisedirection. Despite the existence of large scale slow motion of theshock that is found in experiments, no evidence has been reported inprevious numerical simulations.In this paper, we present  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html   new DNS data for a 24 deg compressionramp STBLI configuration. The governing equations and flowconditions are presented in Secs. II and III, respectively. Themodifications to the original WENO method are described in Sec. IV,and the accuracy of the DNS data by comparison againstexperimental data [7] at the same conditions is reported in Sec. V.The shock motion, including evidence of low frequency motion, isdescribed in Sec. VI.
II. Governing Equations
The governing equations are the nondimensionalized conserva-tive form of the continuity, momentum, and energy equations incurvilinear coordinates. The working fluid is air, which is assumed tobe a perfect gas.@U@tâ€¡@F@ â€¡@G@ â€¡@H@ Ë† 0(2)whereU Ë† J8>>>><>>>>:    u   v   w   e 9>>>>=>>>>;;F Ë† Fc â€¡ Fv(3)andFc Ë† Jr 8>>>><>>>>:  u 0  u u 0 â€¡ p s 
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ij is given by the Newtonian linear stressâ€“strain relation:
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(7)The dynamic viscosity is computed by Sutherlandâ€™s law:  Ë† 1:458   10 6T3=2=â€¦T â€¡ 110:3â€ (8)The nondimensionalization is done by    Ë†  = 1, u  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html    Ë† u=U1,e  Ë† e=U2
1, p  Ë† p= 1U21, and T  Ë† T=T1, and    Ë†  = 1.
Incoming boundary layer thickness   is used as the characteristiclength scale.
III. Flow Configuration
Figure 1 shows an inviscid flow schematic for the present STBLIconfiguration. The incoming flow conditions are listed in Table 1,including the reference experiment of Bookey et al. [7] for the sameflow.To minimize numerical errors in the computation of Jacobianmatrices, we generate the grid using analytical transformations.Details about the transformation can be found in Wu and Martin [12].A sample grid is plotted in Fig. 2. The grid is clustered near the cornerin the streamwise direction and near the wall in the wall-normaldirection. The size of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 3.There are 9  and 7  upstream and downstream of the corner in thestreamwise direction, 2:2  in the spanwise direction, and 5  in thewall-normal direction. The number of grid points used is 1024  160   128 in the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal directions,respectively. The largest and smallest grid spacings in the streamwisedirection are  xâ€¡ Ë† 7:2 and  xâ€¡ Ë† 3:4, respectively, with gridpoints clustered near the corner. The grid spacing in the spanwisedirection is  yâ€¡ Ë† 4:1. In the wall-normal direction at the inlet, thefirst grid is at zâ€¡ Ë† 0:2 and there are 28 grid points within zâ€¡ < 20.
ShockFlow24o
Fig. 1 Inviscid flow schematic for the compression ramp case.880
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Page 3IV. Numerical Method and Boundary Conditions
A third-order accurate low-storage Rungeâ€“Kutta method is usedfor the time integration, and a fourth-order accurate central standardfinite difference scheme is used to compute the viscous flux terms.The incoming boundary layer is generated as in Martin [20]. Therescaling method developed by Xu and Martin [21] is used togenerate the inflow condition. The recycling  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html   station is located at 4:5 downstream of the inlet. Figure 4 plots the autocorrelation of u0 in thestreamwise direction. The correlation decreases to 0.1 in about 1:2 .In turn, we find that the recycling station can be located as close as 2 downstream of the inlet without affecting the statistics of theboundary layer. The data indicate that there is no forcing frequencyimposed by the rescaling method, as discussed further in Sec. VI.Supersonic outflow boundary conditions are used at the outlet andthe top boundary. We use a nonslip condition at the wall, which isisothermal. The wall temperature is set to 307 K. Details about initialand boundary conditions can be found in [12,13]. To compute theconvective flux terms, we modify a fourth-order bandwidth-optimized WENO [15] method by adding limiters [22]. Later, wepresent a brief description of the original WENO method and how thelimiters are used.In WENO methods, the numerical fluxes are approximated by theweighted sum of fluxes on the candidate stencils. Figure 5 plots asketch of the WENO three-point candidate stencils. The numericalflux can be expressed asfiâ€¡1
2
Ë†Xr
kË†0
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k
(9)where qr
k are the candidate fluxes at (i â€¡ 1=2) and !k are the weights.
The weights are determined by the smoothness on each candidatestencil, where the smoothness is measured byISk Ë†X
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@xm 2dx(10)Thus, larger weights are assigned to stencils with smaller ISk. For thethree-point per candidate stencil WENO shown in Fig. 5, Taylorexpansion of the above equation givesISk Ë† â€¦f0
i xâ€ 2â€°1 â€¡ Oâ€¦ x2â€ Å 
(11)This means that in smooth regions for a well-resolved flowfield[meaning f0
i is Oâ€¦1â€ ], ISk is of the order of  x2, while for a
discontinuity,ISk is of the order of 1. Details about the formulation ofWENO methods can be found in Jiang and Shu   http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  [23] and Martin et al.[15], for example.Previous work on WENO methods has been focused onmaximizing the bandwidth resolution and minimizing the dissipationof the candidate stencils, that is, optimizing the linear part of WENOmethods. Examples include Weirs [14] and Martin [15]. Thenumerical dissipation inherent in such methods can be avoided byincreasing the mesh size, which results in accurate results forisotropic turbulence and turbulent boundary layers [15]. In stringentproblems such as STBLI, increasing the grid size is not affordableand the numerical dissipation inherent in original WENO methodsprecludes obtaining accurate results [16].To mitigate the problem, we add limiters in the smoothnessmeasurement [22], namely, absolute limiter and relative limiter. Thedefinitions are shown in Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively,
7Î´9Î´4.5Î´2.2Î´5Î´
Fig. 3 Size of the computational domain for the DNS.
x/Î´z/Î´
-50502468
Fig. 2 Sample grid for the DNS.Table 1 Conditions for the incoming turbulent boundary layerMRe  , mm  , mmCf , mm 1, kg=m3U1, m=sT1, KExperiment [7]2.924000.432.360.002256.70.074604.5108.1DNS2.923000.381.800.002176.40.077609.1107.1
âˆ†x/Î´âŒ©uâ€²(x)uâ€²(x âˆ†x)âŒª/u
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Fig. 4 Autocorrelation of u0 in the streamwise direction at z Ë† 0:1  inthe incoming boundary layer for the DNS.ii-2i 3i-1i 1i 2i   1/2q1q0q3q2Fig. 5 Sketch of WENO candidate stencils with three points percandidate.
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Page 4!k Ë† Cr
k; if maxâ€¦ISkâ€  < AAL
!k; otherwise(12)!k Ë† Cr
k; if maxâ€¦ISkâ€ = minâ€¦ISkâ€  < ARL
!k; otherwise(13)where Cr
k are the optimal weights [15] and AAL and ARL are the
thresholds for the limiters. It is found that the relative limiter is moregeneral and less problem dependent [22]. In contrast, the relativelimiter defi  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  ned by Eq. (13) is method dependent, that is, WENOmethods with different candidate stencil sizes have differentthreshold values in the relative limiter. Thus, we define an alternativerelative limiter:!k Ë† Cr
k; if maxâ€¦TVkâ€ = minâ€¦TVkâ€  < ATVRL
!k; otherwise(14)where TVk stands for the total variation on each candidate stencil.This new definition allows for consistent threshold values of about 5in the relative limiter, independently of the stencil size. The improvedperformance of the limiter (14) for the fourth-order bandwidth-optimized WENO scheme is illustrated by computing the Shuâ€“Osherproblem [24]. The initial conditions are8><>:  
l Ë† 3:86;
  
r Ë† 1 â€¡ 0:2 sinâ€¦5xâ€ 
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l Ë† 2:63;
u 
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p 
l Ë† 10:33; p r Ë† 1
(15)Figure 6 plots the results at t Ë† 1:8. The line is the convergednumerical result using 1600 grid points. The square and trianglesymbols are the computed results with and without the relativelimiter, respectively, using 200 grid points. It is clear that the resultwith the relative limiter is much better in the high frequencyfluctuation region, where the resolution is poor.We also find that the absolute limiter alone improves our DNSresults for the compression ramp case [16]. In what follows, we showthat using both the limiters at the same time reduces the numericaldissipation further, thereby improving the DNS results. According tothe definition of both the limiters, we see they have different effectson reducing the numerical dissipation. To show the effects ofapplying the limiters more clearly, 2-D nonlinearity index contourplots computed in the wall-normal direction for the DNS of thecompression ramp case are shown in Fig. 7. The nonlinearity index isdefined as [25]NIË†1â€¦râ€¦râ€¡1â€ â€ 1=2 Xr
kË†0
 â€°1=â€¦râ€¡1â€ Å  â€°â€¦!k=Cr
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â€°1=â€¦râ€¡1â€ Å  2 1=2(16)where r is the number of candidate   http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  stencils. The nonlinearity indexhas a value in the range of [0, 1]. The magnitude of NI indicates howmuch dissipation is added by WENO. The smaller NI is, the lessdissipation is added. Ideally, NI should be zero everywhere exceptfor regions near discontinuities. Figure 7a shows that without anylimiter, the nonlinearity index has high values in a very large regionof the computational domain. Because in WENO methods,numerical fluxes are computed in characteristic space, the NI valuesplotted here are also computed in characteristic space for thecharacteristic equation with eigenvalue equal to u â€¡ a. The averageNI value is about 0.5. With the absolute limiter added, the dissipationis reduced greatly, as shown in Fig. 7b. The average NI value is 0.09.The same plot with the relative limiter is shown in Fig. 7c. Theaverage NI value is also about 0.09 for this case. With both therelative and absolute limiters, as shown in Fig. 7d, the average NIvalue is 0.02, indicating that the numerical dissipation is further
x*Ï�*
-0.500.511.522.53.03.54.04.5exactno limiterrelative limiter
Fig. 6 Density distribution att Ë† 1:8 for the Shuâ€“Osherâ€™s problem withand without the relative smoothness limiter.Fig. 7 Nonlinearity index for the compression ramp case: a) without limiters, b) with the absolute limiter, c) with the relative limiter, and d) with both therelative and absolute limiters from DNS.882
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Page 5reduced. In the DNS, we apply both limiters. However, thesimulation can be unstable, and we find that this can be avoided bychanging the relative limiter to!kË† Cr
k; if maxâ€¦TVkâ€ = minâ€¦TVkâ€  < ATVRL and maxâ€¦TVkâ€  < BTVRL
!k; otherwise(17)The additional threshold value BTV
RL guarantees enough dissipation
whenever maxâ€¦TVkâ€  is larger than the threshold. The thresholdvalues are AAL Ë† 0:01, ATV
RL Ë† 5, and BTVRL Ë† 0:2 in the DNS. A stu  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  dy
of WENO methods including limiters for DNS of compressibleturbulence is given in Taylor et al. [22].
V. Accuracy of the DNS
DNS statistics are gathered using 300 flowfields with timeintervals equal to 1 =U1. Figure 8 plots the spanwise energyspectrum of u at zâ€¡ Ë† 15 for the incoming boundary layer. TheReynolds number for the DNS is relatively low. Therefore noobvious inertial range is observed in the spectrum. Over five decadesof decay are observed in the energy and no pileup of energy due tonumerical error is observed in the high frequency range. The DNSresults are compared with the experiments of Bookey et al. [7].Figure 9 plots the mean wall-pressure distribution. Repeatabilitystudies [6] indicate an experimental uncertainty of about 5%. TheDNS data predict the wall-pressure distribution within theexperimental uncertainty. Figure 10 plots the nondimensionalizedsize of the separation bubble versus Reynolds number. In the DNS,the separation and reattachment points are defined as the pointswhere the mean skin friction coefficient changes sign. Theexperimental value is inferred from surface oil visualization. Theerror on the experimental value is hard to quantify from thistechnique and it can easily be 10%,
â€¡
which corresponds to the errorbar in Fig. 10. The empirical envelope is from Zheltovodov et al. [26]who correlated the size of the separation bubble for a large set ofexperimental data. The characteristic length is defined as [26]Lc Ë† M3 p2ppl 3:1(18)where p2 is the downstream inviscid pressure, and ppl is the plateaupressure computed according to the empirical formula by Zukoski[27]ppl Ë† p1 12M â€¡ 1 (19)The data points for the DNS and the reference experiment both liewithin the empirical envelope. The difference between them is about10%. The predicted separation and reattachment points are at x Ë†3  and x Ë† 1:3 , respectively (the corner is locate  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  d at x Ë† 0). In theexperiment of Bookey et al., the separation and reattachment pointsare at x Ë† 3:2  and x Ë† 1:6 , respectively.Figure 11a plots velocity profiles from the DNS and theexperiments of Bookey et al. [7] in the incoming boundary layer.Figure 11b plots velocity profiles4 downstream of the corner, wherethe velocity is nondimensionalized by that at the boundary layeredge. There is a 5% uncertainty in the experimental measurement forthe boundary layer thickness,ï¿½ as shown in the error bar. For both theupstream and downstream data, the agreement is within 5%.Figure 12 plots mass-flux turbulence intensities at differentstreamwise locations for the DNS. Downstream of the interaction,we see that the maximum of the mass-flux turbulence intensity isamplified by a factor of 5, which is consistent with the number 4.8that Selig et al. [28] found in experiments. Notice that theexperiments of Selig et al. are at a much higher Reynolds number(Re  Ë† 85; 000). However, the Mach number and ramp angle are thesame. Therefore the pressure rise throughout the interaction region isthe same. Assuming that the mass-flux turbulence intensityamplification is mainly a function of pressure rise, it is reasonable tomake the above comparison.Figure 13 plots Van Driest transformed mean velocity profiles atdifferent streamwise locations. Near the inlet of the computationaldomain (x Ë† 8 ), the profile agrees well with the log law in thelogarithmic region. The profile does not change at x Ë† 4:1 , whichis about 1  upstream of the separation location. Downstream of theinteraction, the profiles show characteristic dips in the logarithmic
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Fig. 8 Spanwise energy spectrum of u at zâ€¡ Ë† 15 in the incomingboundary layer for the DNS.
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Fig. 9 Mean wall-pressure distribution from DNS and experimentaldata, error bars at 5%.
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Fig. 10 Size of the separation bubble from DNS and experimental data,error bars at 10%.
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Page 6region, which is consistent with what Smits and Muck [29] found inhigher Reynolds number (Re  Ë† 85; 000) experiments.
VI. DNS Results
Figure 14 is an instantaneous isosurface contour plot of themagnitude of pressure gradient jrpj Ë† 0:5 for the DNS. It shows the3-D shock structure. Except for the foot of the shock, which is insidethe boundary layer edge, the shock is quite flat in the spanwisedirection. Also a few shocklets that merge into the main shock arevisible downstream of the corner. They are formed due to thecompression at the reattachment point.Figure 15 plots an instantaneous numerical schlieren plot, inwhich the variable is defined asNS Ë† c1 expâ€°c2â€¦x xminâ€ =â€¦xmaxxminâ€ Å (20)where x Ë† jr j, and c1 and c2 are constants. We use c1 Ë† 0:8 andc2 Ë† 10 in our analysis. This transformation enhances small densitygradients in the flowfield and resembles schlieren in experiments. Asshown in Fig. 15, the main shock wrinkles and the shock footpenetrates into the boundary layer. A few shocklets emanate from theedge of the boundary layer downstream of the interaction and theymerge into the main shock eventually. The turbulence structures inthe incoming boundary layer and downstream of the interaction are
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Fig. 11 Velocity profiles in the incoming boundary layer a  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  ) and 4  downstream of the corner b) from DNS and experimental data. The error barindicates a 5% error in the measurement for the boundary layer thickness.
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Fig. 12 Mass-flux turbulence intensities at different streamwiselocations for the DNS.
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Fig. 13 Van Driest transformed mean velocity profiles at differentstreamwise locations for the DNS.Fig. 14 Contour plot of the magnitude of pressure gradient,jrpj Ë† 0:5P1= , showing the 3-D shock structure for the DNS.
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Fig. 15 Instantaneous numerical schlieren plot for the DNS.
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Fig. 16 Time and spanwise averaged numerical schlieren plot for theDNS.884
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Page 7clearly seen. Downstream of the interaction, the gradients aresteeper, showing the turbulence amplification due to theflow throughthe shock. Figure 16 plots the time and spanwise averaged numericalschlieren. The turning of the flow at the separation bubble upstreamof the corner, results in the first portion of the main shock, which is at29 deg and corresponds to an 11 deg turning angle. Near thereattachment point, the flow is turned again by the ramp wall. Thecompression waves can also be seen in Fig. 16. These waves are theaveraged shocklets shown in Fig. 15. They merge into the mainshock at a location of about 4  downstream of the corner and changethe angle of the main shock. The second part of the shock has an angleof about 37 deg, which is still less than that of an inviscid shock angle(43 deg). This is because the computational domain is not longenough to let the shock evolve further. Notice that the shock appearsthicker in Fig. 16, indicating the motion o  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  f the main shock.
A. Evolution of the Boundary Layer
As shown in Fig. 13, streamwise velocity profiles change greatlythroughout the interaction region. Figure 17 plots three velocityprofiles at different streamwise locations using outer scales. For theprofile at x Ë† 1:9 , which is inside the separation region, thevelocity profile is very different from that at the inlet. It has a linearbehavior. Downstream of the interaction, at x Ë† 6:1 , the boundarylayer profile is not recovered. Also notice that there is no visibleoscillation near the shock, which means that the limiters presented inSec. III do not affect the good shock-capturing properties of WENO.Turbulent fluctuations are amplified through the interactionregion. Figure 18 plots four components of the Reynolds stresses atdifferent streamwise locations. Downstream of the interaction, all thecomponents are amplified greatly. In particular, components  u0u0and  v0v0 are amplified by factors of about 6, as shown in Figs. 18aand 18b. Component  w0w0 is amplified by a factor of about 12.Component  u0w0 has the largest amplification factor of about 24. Asbeing discussed in the previous section, mass-flux turbulenceintensity is amplified by a factor of about 5. Figure 19 plots the time-averaged TKE (turbulent kinetic energy) in the streamwise-wall-normal plane. In the incoming boundary layer, the TKE level is lowand the maximal value occurs very close to the wall. The TKE isamplified through the interaction region. Inside the separation bubblenear the ramp corner, the TKE level is low. Downstream of theinteraction, the TKE is greatly amplified.Morkovinâ€™s SRA (strong Reynolds analogy) is well known forcompressible turbulent boundary layer flows. The SRA relations aregiven by      T02p~TË† â€¦1â€ M2      u02p~u(21)RuT Ë†u0T0      u02p      T02pË† const(22)where a tilde in the equations denotes Favre average. Figure 20shows  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html   T0
rms ~u=â€¦
1â€ M2u0
rms
~T and RuT at different streamwiselocations. Upstream of the separation region, Fig. 20a, the SRArelations are satisfied except in the very near wall region and theregion close to the boundary layer edge. Figures 20b and 20c showthe data inside the interaction region. We observe that the SRArelations are still valid in the outer part of the boundary layer(z > 0:5 ). While in the near wall region, the SRA cannot be applied.The location of the last plot in Fig. 20d is 6:1  away from the rampcorner, which is very close to the outlet. The two quantities show a
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Fig. 17 Velocity profiles at three different streamwise locations for theDNS.
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Fig. 18 Reynolds stresses at different streamwise locations for theDNS.
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Fig. 20 SRA Eqs. (21) and (22) at different streamwise locations for theDNS: a) x   http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  Ë† 5:7 ; b) x Ë† 2 ; c) x Ë† 2 ; d) x Ë† 6:1 .
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Page 8trend of going back to their values upstream of the interaction;however, these still deviate from the SRA relations. This indicatesthat the boundary layer is not fully recovered to equilibrium withinthe computational domain. In fact, Martin et al. [30] pointed out thatit may take 22â€“30  for the boundary layer to recover downstream ofthe interaction in our case.Figure 21 plots the isosurface of the discriminant of the velocitygradient tensor, which is a quantity used to identify vorticalstructures in incompressible flows [31]. The level shown in Fig. 21 is1   10 5 normalized by the maximal value. Figures 22 and 23 arezoomed in views of Fig. 21 upstream and downstream of the rampcorner, respectively. Upstream of the interaction, coherent structuresare observed. Near the corner where the interaction takes place, thestructures are more chaotic and of smaller extent. There are twopossible reasons accounting for the change of the structure extent.First, the structures can be chopped by the strong shock and becomesmaller. Second, fluids are compressed through the shock, and thevortical structures are also compressed and become smaller.Downstream of the interaction the structures are still small andchaotic. Near the outlet of the computational domain, they start toshow a trend of going back to their original size and shape upstreamof the corner.
B. Shock Motion and Wall-Pressure Fluctuation
Experiments have shown evidence of large scale, slow shockmotion. Ganapathisubramani et al. [19] proposed that very longstructures of uniform momentum in the incoming boundary layer areresponsible for the slow motion. There have been many experimentalstudies on the turbulent structure of supersonic boundary layers [32â€“36]. In particular, Ganapathisubramani et al. [37] have shownevidence of the existence of very long s  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  tructures in supersonicboundary layers. For the signal length that they considered, theyobserved structures as long as 8 . In our DNS, we have only 9 upstream of the corner. However, using the Taylor hypothesis as it isdone experimentally [19], the DNS data also exhibit these very long,meandering regions of low momentum. Figure 24 plots contours ofnormalized mass flux in the logarithmic region (z Ë† 0:2 ) from theDNS. The rake signal is reconstructed using Taylorâ€™s hypothesis anda convection velocity of 0:76U1. Notice that the aspect ratio of x to yis 0.067 in the figure. The presence of these long structures in theDNS data shows that they are an inherent part of a turbulent boundarylayer. In addition, we observe evidence of the low frequency shockmotion, as shown later.The shock motion can be inferred from the wall-pressure signal orfrom monitoring the mass flux in the freestream, for example.Figure 25 plots wall-pressure signals versus time at different
Fig. 21 Isosurface of the discriminant of the velocity gradient tensorfor the DNS. Isosurface value is 10 5 that of the maximum value.Fig. 22 Isosurface of the discriminant of the velocity gradient tensorupstream of the ramp corner for the DNS. Zoomed visualization ofFig. 21.Fig. 23 Isosurface of the discriminant of the velocity gradient tensordownstream of the ramp corner for the DNS. Zoomed visualization ofFig. 21.
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Fig. 24 Rake signal at z=  Ë† 0:2. The x axis is reconstructed usingTaylorâ€™s hypothesis and a convection velocity of 0:76U1. Data areaveraged along the streamwise direction in 4 .
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Fig. 25 Wall-pressure signals at different streamwise locations for theDNS.886
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Page 9streamwise locations. The length of  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html   the signals is about 300 =U1.For the signal at x Ë† 2:18 , the wall pressure shows a range offrequencies, including a low frequency mode. The magnitude of thesignal varies from about 1.2 to 2.0 in a periodic manner, indicatingthat the shock is moving upstream and downstream around that point.It should be pointed out that the intermittent character of the wall-pressure signals from the DNS is not as strong as that observed inhigher Reynolds number experiments. This may be due to theReynolds number difference. When the Reynolds number is low,which is the case for the current DNS, viscous effects are moreprominent, and the shock does not penetrate into the boundary layeras deeply as for higher Reynolds number cases. In fact, it is observedfrom the DNS data that the shock is diffused into a compression fan-type structure near the shock foot region. Figure 26 plots the energyspectra for the same wall-pressure signals. To avoid overlapping, thespectra for the signals at x Ë† 2:98  and x Ë† 2:18  are multipliedby 103 and 106, respectively. In the incoming boundary (x Ë† 6:9 ),the most energetic frequency is around0:1â€“1U1= . However, for theother two signals, the most energetic frequency is much lower. Atx Ë† 2:98 , the spectrum has a peak at frequency equal to0:007U1= , which corresponds to a time scale of 140 =U1. For thesignal at x Ë† 2:18, the most energetic frequency ranges from0:007U1=  to 0:01U1= , corresponding to a time scale of100â€“140 =U1. The dimensionless frequency computed fromEq. (1) is between 0.03 to 0.043 for the last two signals, which isconsistent with what Dussauge et al. [17] found based onexperimental data. Recall that the recycling station is located at 4:5 downstream of the inlet in the DNS. It is doubted that this can imposea forcing frequency of about 0:2U1=  on the flow. Figure 26 showsthat none of the signals has a dominant frequency near this specificvalue. Figure 27 plots t  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  he intermittency function computed from wallpressure. It is defined as the fraction of time that the wall pressure at alocation is greater than a threshold. Here the threshold value used is1:2P1. The inverse maximum slope of the intermittency function is1:7 . The intermittency profile shifts in the streamwise direction withdifferent threshold value. However, its shape is not affected much bythe threshold.The motion of the shock can also be measured in the freestream.For example, Weiss and Chokani [38] used mass-flux signals alongthe streamwise direction at a location of 1:5  away from the wall.Figure 28 plots three mass-flux signals measured in the experimentsof Weiss and Chokani [38]. The signal measured at the mean shocklocation shows an intermittent character. We use the same method byWeiss and Chokani. The mass-flux signals are measured at differentstreamwise locations with a distance of 2  away from the wall.Figure 29 plots three mass-flux signals normalized by the freestreamquantities. The characteristics of the signals are similar to thoseobserved in Fig. 28. The solid line is a signal measured at a locationupstream of the shock. The magnitude of mass flux is about 1.1 forthis signal. The dash-dotted line is a signal measured downstream ofthe shock. The mass flux fluctuates around 1.8. The dotted line dataare measured inside the shock motion region. The magnitude of thesignal varies between that of the solid line and dash-dotted line,indicating that the shock moves upstream and downstream of thispoint. Notice that in Fig. 28 the length of the signals is about
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Fig.26 Spectra of wall-pressure signals at different streamwiselocations for the DNS. The spectra for the signals at x Ë† 2:98  andx Ë† 2:18  are multiplied by 103 and 106, respectively.
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Fig. 27 Intermittency function computed from wall pressure for theDNS.Fig. 28 Mass-flux signals at different streamwise locations from Weissand Chokani [38]: a) sensor positioned upstream of the shock; b) sensorpositioned at the mean shock location; c) sensor positioned downstreamof the shock.
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Fig. 29 Mass-flux signals at different streamwise locations at z Ë† 2  forthe DNS.
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Page 101200 =U1, which is nearly 4 times longer than that from the DNS.Also the Mach number in the experiments is 3.5, which is greater thanthat in the DNS. Figure 30 plots the energy spectra for the three DNSmass-flux signals. The measurement inside the shock motion regionis dominated by much lower frequencies relative to those in the othertwo signals. The spectrum peaks in a frequency range of0:007â€“0:013U1= , which corresponds to a time scale of77â€“140 =U1. This is consistent with the result obtained from thewall-pressure analysis. Notice that the mass-flux signals have muchlower resolution than that of the wall-pressure signals shown inFig. 25. This is because the wall-pressure signals in Fig. 25 wererecorded at each time step during the simulation, while the mass-fluxsignals were obtained using data that were saved at large timeintervals.The scale of the shock motion can be quantified by theintermittency function proposed by Weiss and Chokani [38]. It isdefined as the fraction of time that the shock resides upstream of themeasurement location. Thus the intermittency function is 0=1 if alocation is always upstream/downstream of the shock. Instantaneousmassflux is used to determine whether a given location is up  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  stream ordownstream of the shock. When the instantaneous mass flux isgreater than some threshold value, the location is said to bedownstream of the shock, and vice versa. The average of theupstream and downstream mass flux is used as the threshold.Figure 31 plots the intermittency function versus streamwiselocation. For reference, the experimental result from Weiss andChokani [38] is also plotted. Notice that the experimental data pointsare shifted in the streamwise direction to make the center of the DNSand experimental intermittency function align with each other.Define the intermittent length of the shock motion as the inversemaximum slope of the intermittency function. Thus, for the DNS, theintermittent length is 0:47 . For Weiss and Chokaniâ€™s experiments,the intermittent length is about 0:2 .It is known that large scale shock motion produces high level wall-pressure fluctuations. Figure 32 plots the normalized wall-pressurefluctuation versus streamwise location. There are two peaks present.The first one is at x Ë† 2:3 , which is downstream of the meanseparation point. It has a magnitude of about 13.5%. The second peakis located at about x Ë† 0:8  with a magnitude of about 11.5%. Themagnitude of the first peak is lower than that of higher Reynoldsnumber experiments. For example, Dolling and Murphy [4]measured a peak value of about 20%. Currently, no experimentaldata at the same flow conditions are available for comparison.
VII. Conclusions
A DNS of a 24 deg compression ramp configuration is performed.Applying limiters to the smoothness measurement in the WENOscheme reduces the numerical dissipation. In particular, using acombination of absolute and relative limiters is very effective. TheDNS data predict the experiments with a satisfactory accuracy for theupstream boundary layer, mean wall-pressure distribution, size of theseparation bubble, velocity profile downstream of the int  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/bsBqaKwTJjLI.html  eraction,and mass-flux turbulence intensity amplification.Numerical schlieren and 3-D isosurfaces of jrpj reveal thestructures of the shock system. Turbulence intensities are amplifiedgreatly through the interaction region. In particular, mass-fluxturbulence intensity is amplified by a factor of about 5. Reynoldsstress components are greatly amplified with amplification factors ofabout 6â€“24. As summarized by Smits and Muck [29], there are a fewmechanisms that account for turbulence amplification. Across theshock, the turbulence level is increased due to the Rankineâ€“Hugoniotjump conditions and nonlinear coupling of turbulence, vorticity, andentropy waves [39]. The unsteady shock motion also pumps energyfrom the mean flow into the turbulent fluctuations. In addition, theconcave streamline curvature near the ramp corner makes the flowunstable and amplifies the turbulence level [40]. SRA relations aresatisfied in the incoming boundary layer. However, in a largeneighborhood of the interaction region, the relations are found notvalid, especially in the near wall region (z < 0:5 ). This indicates thatthe boundary layer has not fully recovered to equilibriumdownstream of the interaction within the computational domain.Wall-pressure and mass-flux signals including spectral analysisindicate that there is a low frequency motion of the shock with acharacteristic time scale of about 77â€“140 =U1, which is consistentwith that found in experiments. The magnitude of the shock motion isquantified by the intermittency function computed from mass-fluxsignals in the freestream. The intermittent length defined as theinverse of the maximum slope of the intermittency function is 0:47 in the DNS. Dolling and Or [5] found the amplitude of the shockmotion of about 0:8  at higher Reynolds number experiments. Thephysical mechanism that drives the low frequency motion in the DNSremains to be studied.
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